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Abstract

A simple method is described for optimization of particle-in-cell codes by improved memory management. This includes
a faster calculation of Monte-Carlo collision operators. It is demonstrated that the CPU time can be reduced by a factor of
2 and more without reduction of the simulation accuracy.
� 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Particle-in-cell (PIC) codes are extensively used for different plasma studies. Large number of simulation
particles (105–1010) and spatial grid cells (102–107) used in PIC simulations [1] make the corresponding runs
extremely time consuming. Some simulation runs can take 104 CPU hours. As a result, the optimization of
PIC codes is an important and necessary task for increasing of capabilities of corresponding simulations [2].

Originally PIC codes have been developed for simulations of collisionless plasma (see [3]) and correspond-
ing code optimizations deal with the particle mover, the solver of the Maxwell equations and parallelization of
these codes (e.g. see [4,5]). Later, different kinds of particle collisions have been added to the PIC codes, so that
most of them represent hybrid PIC + Monte Carlo (MC) codes simulating a collisional plasma [6–12]. Here,
under ‘‘PIC’’ and ‘‘MC’’ we mean the parts of the code simulating collisionless plasma and particle collisions,
respectively. The MC part in PIC simulations can be as (or even more) time consuming as the PIC part, so that
only the optimization of the PIC part is no longer sufficient.

In the present work, we describe one possible optimization, which can be easily implemented in the PIC
codes and reduce the CPU time (for a single processor) up to 50%. The main idea is very simple: Simulation
particle information is stored in the memory not randomly anymore, but according to the spatial grid cell. In a
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conventional code neighboring (in memory) particles i and i + 1 can be in different cells, while in this new
memory storage concept they are in the same one. The optimization has been done for the 1D3V (one spatial
and three velocity dimensions) electrostatic ‘‘single processor’’ code BIT1 [13], which was developed on the
basis of the XPDP1 code [14]. Generalization for higher dimensional, paralleled and electromagnetic codes
is trivial. The BIT1 (and other codes from XPDP code family) are written in C. Nevertheless, we expect that
similar results can be obtained using other programming languages (Fortran, C++, etc.).

We note that the idea of particle sorting according to the grid cells is not new and comes from the PIC codes
incorporating particle–particle collisions. The particles inside a collision cell were initially grouped via linked
lists (e.g. see [6]). But later it has been recognized that it is better to use traditional particle arrays and apply a
special routine for particle sorting according to the cells after a given number of time steps [5,15–18]. More-
over, it has been demonstrated that this sorting can significantly increase the simulation speed of PIC even
without collisions [5,15,17]. In the next sections, we describe what is new in our approach and which advan-
tages can be expected.

Originally, the optimization has been done to reduce the CPU time for Coulomb collisions, but as test runs
show it has been significantly reduced for the PIC part too. For convenience, we consider optimization for
each part of the code separately.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we consider optimization of the PIC and MC parts,
respectively. The results are summarized in Section 4.

2. Optimization of the PIC part

In PIC codes the position of particle in simulation area and computer memory are decoupled. Hence, the
neighbouring particles (in computer memory) can be far away from each other in the simulation area and suf-
fer different forces and even different physics. Hence, running over particle index the routines like particle
mover or charge assignment have to operate with different external variables, e.g. fields and densities at dif-
ferent grid points. As a result, the probability that this values will be found in a fast (cache) memory can
be low. This can be avoided if particles are sorted according to the grid cells. In this case operations on neigh-
bouring particles require the same external variables and the probability of a ‘‘cache-hit’’ is higher. An obvious
way to reach this is to sort particles before applying the particle mover and weighting operations. In [5] it has
been demonstrated that using an usual sorting algorithm one can speed-up simulations up to 30%. A more
optimized algorithm has been proposed in [17], where the particle array is passed just two times during the
sorting. Correspondingly, the speed-up can reach 40–70% (the exact number depends on simulation details
and processor type). An interesting approach has been developed in [18]. Here, particles are sorted according
to the spatial cells like in the approach presented here, but in addition, indices of the first particle in each cell
and the corresponding number of particles in the cell are also saved. This probably speeds up the next sorting
and can be directly used for particle–particle collisions inside the cells. Although, this approach is very attrac-
tive and requires fewer efforts for modification of the conventional PIC codes, it is not very flexible for codes
incorporating inelastic particle collisions (or other processes) with sources and sinks. The problem is that by
creating or deleting particles the sorting can be lost and an additional one can be necessary. The number of
calls of this sorting algorithm could increase with increasing number of inelastic processes described above.
Taking into account that sorting is a time-consuming operation, we realise that the sorting method described
before is not optimal for the complicated collision operators.

In the present work, we propose a new method of memory management, which allows keeping of the par-
ticle sorting through the whole simulation. As a result, no additional sorting is required for increasing number
of implemented collision processes.

In a conventional PIC code the data of ith particle are saved in the computer memory as an array A[s][i],
where A can be particle position, or velocity components and s denotes the particle type, e.g., s = 0 and s = 1
can correspond to the electrons and ions, respectively. One can save the same data in the following format:
A0½s�½k�½i�: ð1Þ

Here, k denotes the (spatial) cell number where this particle is located at a given time. For the particle position,
A 0 represents the relative position inside the k cell, otherwise A 0 represents the same value as A. For N-dimen-
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sional case k represents a N-dimensional (integer) vector. As a result, the particles neighboring in space are
also neighbors in the memory and are sorted according to the spatial cells (see Fig. 1). Let us estimate the
advantages of this new format:

1. In a conventional case particle positions (x) are (usually) saved as a double float variable. This high accu-
racy is required when there is a large difference between the system size, L, and the distance gained by particles
each time step (Dt), dx ¼ V Dt. If dx=L K 10�6, then the float accuracy cannot be enough for calculation of the
particle position near the end of the system. When the format (1) is used the maximum distance associated
with the particle corresponds to the cell size. Hence, particle positions can be saved as float variables with
higher precision. Operations on a double float are effectively slower than ones on single float. There are
two reasons for this: First of all, some processors perform operation on single float faster than on double float,
and second, due to reducing of the required memory more particle and field data can be stored in cache mem-
ory, hence increasing the probability of a ‘‘cache-hit’’ and the simulation speed. The corresponding gain in the
CPU time (per time step) can be given as DN ptf , where D is the (spatial) dimensionality of the code, Np is the
number of simulation particles and tf is the average gain in time due to operations on a single particle (per
dimension). tf can be assumed to be independent of Np.

It has to be taken into account that this transform from double to single float variables will reduce the
required memory, which is an important factor when writhing the given state of large size systems to disk
space.

2. In a conventional code, one has to calculate during particle and force weighting (i.e. calculating the den-
sity associated with the given particle and the force acting on it) in which cell, k, the particle is located and its
the relative position inside the cell. Thus, the following operations (one conversion to integer and one arith-
metical one) have to be performed per spatial dimension:
k ¼ ðintÞx½s�½i�; ð2Þ
dx ¼ x½s�½i� � k; ð3Þ
Here and below (int) denotes the integer part of the number. In this new approach, these values are known in
advance. Assuming that each of this operations requires the same time, ta, we obtain the corresponding gain in
the CPU time as 4DN pta. We have to keep in mind that the time required for performing these operations
depends on the type of given processor and the introduced assumption can be used just for rough estimates.

3. A significant reduction of simulation run-time can be obtained due to increased cache-hit probability for
particle and field arrays, which was described above. The corresponding gain in the CPU time, tm, depends
strongly on the used processor type (see [5,17]), on the structure of the given code and simulated model.
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Fig. 1. Representation of two neighboring particles in a conventional (a) and the new (b) PIC code.
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On the other hand, the proposed approach requires an additional CPU time: each time step some particles
cross the boundary between neighboring cells and have to be rearranged in memory. This arrangement con-
sists of two steps: (i) Checking of new position of particles, and (ii) if a given particle left its cell, changing
correspondingly its address. The first step requires no additional time, because in conventional PIC codes
the check of new positions is anyway needed in order to identify particles crossing the boundary of the sim-
ulated area. The second step for each particle crossing a cell boundary requires an additional time
2ð1þ Dþ V Þta, where V is the dimensionality in velocity space. Here, we assume again that each operation
requires a time ta. For example, if the particle i jumped from the k to the m cell, then the corresponding
arrangement for the 1D1V code can be done in the following way:

Moving the address of the particle i into the new place in the array:

np[s][m] +=1;
x[s][m][np[m]] = x[s][k][i];
v[s][m][np[m]] = v[s][k][i];

Removing of i particles address from the old place in the array:

np[s][k] �=1;
x[s][k][i] = x[s][k][np[k]];
v[s][k][i] = v[s][k][np[k]];

Here, np[s][p] represents the number of particles of the type s in the cell p. The total increase of the CPU time,
which is required for this arrangement per time step can be given as follows: 2ð1þ Dþ V ÞaNpta. Here, a rep-
resents the fraction of particles crossing a cell boundary per time step. In general, a depends on number of
cells, their size, particle distribution and the time step, but independent of Np. Finalizing our estimates we
obtain the following difference in CPU time, which is required for simulation of one time step for conventional
and new codes:
dt ¼ Npð2bta � DtfÞ � tm; b ¼ að1þ Dþ V Þ � 2D: ð4Þ
a and b can be estimated in the following way: The density of particles, which are at the point~r in the grid cell
k and cannot leave this cell after one time step, is given as
N nl
k ð~rÞ ¼

Z D~r�~r
Dt

�D~r
Dt

fkð~r;~vÞ d~v; ð5Þ
where D~r ¼ ðDx;Dy;DzÞ is the size of the cell and fk is the particle distribution function in this cell. The total
number of particles leaving this cell after one time step will be
N l
k ¼ Nk �

Z D~r

0

Nnl
k ð~rÞ d~r; ð6Þ
where Nk is the total number of particles in the k cell. After changing the integration order and neglecting
spatial gradients inside the cell we obtain
ak ¼
N l

k

N k
� 1�

Z D~r
Dt

�D~r
Dt

1� jvxjDt
Dx

� �
1� jvy jDt

Dy

� �
1� jvzjDt

Dz

� �
F kð~vÞ d~v; ð7Þ

F kð~vÞ ¼
R D~r

0
fkð~r;~vÞ d~r

Nk
: ð8Þ
The 1D and 2D cases correspond to Dy ¼ Dz!1 and Dz!1, respectively. Taking into account the
Courant condition for the explicit codes [3,6], Dr=Dt > V max, where Vmax is the maximal velocity of simulated
particles, we obtain
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ak � 1� 1� uk;xDt
Dx

� �
1� uk;yDt

Dy

� �
1� uk;zDt

Dz

� �
; ð9Þ

b � 1� Dþ V � ð1þ Dþ V Þ 1� uxDt
Dx

� �
1� uyDt

Dy

� �
1� uzDt

Dz

� �� �
: ð10Þ
Here~uk is the characteristic velocity of particles in the k cell and the brackets Ææ denote averaging over all grid
cells hAi �

P
N kAk=N p. As we see, the sign of b can depend on the ratio uDt=Dr. Usually in PIC simulations

one uses Dr=Dt� u, so that b < 0 and dt < 0 for any values of ta, tf and tm. Thus, using the new approach we
reduce the CPU time. Moreover, the simulations described below show that the contribution of the first term
in expression (4) is negligibly small and the CPU time reduces almost independently of the ratio uDt=Dr.

In Fig. 2 the relative CPU time, tnew=tcon, is plotted versus simulation parameter Dx=V TDt and b. Here, tnew

and tcon are the CPU times needed for the new and conventional codes, respectively, and VT is the electron
thermal velocity. The simulations correspond to an unbounded collisionless Maxwellian plasma without mag-
netic field. In the simulations all parameters, except Dx, were fixed. These results indicate that the gain in the
CPU time can be over 50% and depends weakly on b.

We note that all simulations in this work have been performed by conventional and updated (according to
(1)) versions of the 1D3V electrostatic code BIT1 [13]. The simulations were running on a PC under Linux
Platform.

During the simulation the number of particles in each grid cell oscillates. Hence, in order to ensure that the size
of particle arrays is large enough we use I ¼ ð1:5� 2ÞNmax, where I is the size of the array corresponding to the
index ‘‘i’’ in (1) and Nmax is the maximum expected number of particles per grid cell. This number has to be kept as
small as possible, otherwise there will be no overall gain in the reduction of the size of the particle array (see point
1). We note that in our case the simulation speed was insensitive to the exact choice of factor 1.5 ‚ 2.

In order to investigate the dependence of the gain in CPU time on different simulation parameters we have
performed additional test runs. As before, the simulations correspond to an unbounded collisionless
Maxwellian plasma without magnetic field. The plasma density and time step were fixed, Dt ¼ 0:05=xp.
The simulated number of cells and average number of particles per cell cover practically the whole range
of interest. The results are plotted in Fig. 3 indicating significant reduction of the CPU time. As it was
expected from Eq. (4), the relative CPU time decreases linearly with increasing number of simulated particles
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Relative CPU time, tnew=tcon, versus simulation parameter Dx=V TDt. Following simulation parameters have been used: Number of
100, number of particles per cell = 250, Dtxp ¼ 0:2. xp is the plasma frequency.
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for the fixed number of cells. When the number of cells increases for a fixed number of particles per cell, then
the CPU time spend for the field solver increases. This part is the same in conventional and new codes and
needs the same amount of the CPU time, so that the relative CPU time slightly increases. We note that results,
e.g., the particle distributions, plasma profiles and oscillation spectra, from the conventional and new codes
are identical.

3. Optimization of the MC part

During the last decades different collision models have been developed for PIC simulations. In this work,
we describe a new optimized model for Coulomb collisions and assume that collided particles have the same
weight. Generalization for the multi-weight case will be given elsewhere.

The Coulomb collision operators used in PIC codes can be divided into two categories. The operators of the
first type calculate the Rosenbluth potentials and correspondingly, the average force acting on particles due to
the Coulomb collisions [19]. In order to achieve sufficient accuracy in calculation of the Rosenbluth potentials,
an extremely large number of simulation particles is required [20], making it practically impossible to simulate
large systems. As a result, in practice only linear operators of this type are used (e.g. [21]). The operators of the
second type represent nonlinear operators and are based on the ‘‘binary collision’’ model introduced in [7].
These operators use the following fact: The typical size of the spatial cell in PIC simulations is of the order
of a Debye radius, kD. Since, there is no need to consider the Coulomb collision between two particles sepa-
rated by a distance larger than kD, the interaction between the particles in different cells can be neglected. As a
result, one can consider collision of particles only inside the PIC cells.

The binary collision model consists of three steps: (i) First, particles are arranged in cells, (ii) then these
particles are paired, so that one particle has only one partner and (iii) paired particles are (statistically) collided
(see Fig. 4). The scattering probability in the center-of-mass system is calculated according to the following
expression:
Fig. 3.
fixed,
P ðvÞ ¼ v
v2h it

exp � v2

2 v2h it

� �
; v2
� �

t
� e2

1e2
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2pe2
0

nDtcK

l2V 3
: ð11Þ
Here, e1,2, l ¼ m1m2=ðm1þm2Þ and V denote the charge, reduced mass and relative velocity of the collided par-
ticles, respectively. n, e0 and K are the density, vacuum permittivity and Landau logarithm, respectively. Dtc is
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the collision time step. This operator is sufficiently fast: each particle collides only with one other particle, i.e.
the operator scales as Np/2. It is very accurate: energy and momentum are conserved and the typical plasma
relaxation times are reproduced within the accuracy of a few percent. Dtc in general differs from Dt ðDtc > DtÞ
and should satisfy the condition
mcDtc � 1; ð12Þ

where mc is the Coulomb collision frequency.

There exist further modifications of this original binary collision model. The operator introduced in [10]
collides all particles inside the cells. As a result, this model reproduces slightly more accurate relaxation times,
but for the price of a significant larger CPU time. It scales as N 2

p=2N c � Np=2. Another model proposed in [11]
uses a ‘‘cumulating scattering’’: In spite of making a large number of small scattering angle collisions, particles
suffer a single large angle collision. This allows to avoid the condition (12) and significantly reduce the corre-
sponding CPU time. On the other hand, calculation of the corresponding cumulative v requires additional
conditions, e.g., for a strongly nonuniform plasma this model probably fails. We note that in all described
operators the first step represents grouping of particles according to the grid cells. Using the memory alloca-
tion method (1) particles are ultimately grouped according to the cells, so that no additional grouping is
required. Hence, a significantly amount of the CPU time can be saved.

Below, we describe a new binary collision model, which was introduced in the BIT1 code. The aim was to
develop a as fast as possible collision operator scheme without any significant reduction of accuracy.

The model is based on the original operator from [7] and consists of two steps: (i) Choosing of colliding
particle pairs inside cells, and (ii) collision of paired particles. The later represents angular scattering according
to (11) (and identical to one from [7]). The first step differs from the corresponding one from [7] and will be
considered in detail. In the new operator, the collided pairs are randomly picked up from the cell, so that no
‘‘randomization’’ of particle addresses is done (step 2 in Fig. 4). Moreover, using the fact that particle colli-
sions in different cells are statistically independent, in the new operator the same random numbers are used for
different cells. This saves additionally a significant amount of the CPU time. This approach, allowing for par-
ticles multiple (or zero) collisions during the Dtc, exactly corresponds to the statistical meaning of the scatter-
ing angle from (11) (see [7,22]): An average particle should collide not necessarily once, but in average once per
time interval Dtc. The corresponding scheme for generating of colliding particle pairs is shown in Fig. 5. When
colliding particles of the same type, first Nm random numbers are generated and saved. Here, Nm is the max-
imum number of particles in the cells. Then, for each cell two random numbers, e.g. r and f are taken and
particles i ¼ ðintÞrN k and j ¼ ðintÞfN k are collided. Nk is the number of particles in the given k cell. This pro-
cess is continued until all N k=2 collisions are completed in the k cell. The same procedure takes place for the
k + 1 cell, and so on, until all cells are passed. It can happen that at some cells i = j. In this case, the collision
partner is chosen to be i + 1, or i � 1. If Nk is an odd number then one particle is not collided.

Collisions of particles of different types 1 and 2 are performed in a similar way. First, 2Nm random numbers
are generated and saved, where now Nm is the maximum number of particles in the cells, which have lower
density. For simplicity, let us assume that in the given cell k particles of the type 1 have lower density. Then,
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for each collision one pair of saved random numbers, r and f, is used and particles i ¼ ðintÞrN 1;k of the type 1
and j ¼ ðintÞfN 2;k of the type 2 are collided. Here, N1,k and N 2;k represent number of particles of the type 1 and
2 inside the given k cell. This process is continued until all N1,k collisions are performed in the k cell. The same
procedure will take place for the other cells. The density in (11) corresponds to the particles with higher den-
sity, e.g., for the above considered k cell n = n2.

Validity of the proposed operator has been checked via simulation of following relaxation processes [23]:

1. Slowing down of the cold electron beam due to collisions with cold ions:
o

ot
~V e ¼ �msd

~V e; msd ¼
e2

ee2
i

e2
0

nK

m2
eV 3

e;0

1þ me

M i

� �
: ð13Þ
2. Temperature isotropization of electrons due to self-collisions:
o

ot
ðT k � T?Þ ¼ �mtiðT k � T?Þ; ð14Þ

mti ¼
3e4

e

8ðpÞ3=2e2
0

nKffiffiffiffiffiffi
me
p

T 3=2
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�3þ ð3� AÞtanh�1
ffiffiffi
A
p	 


=
ffiffiffi
A
p

A2
; ð15Þ

A ¼ 1� T?;0
T k;0

> 0: ð16Þ
3. Thermal equilibration of the plasma consisting of two Maxwell-distributed ion species with different
temperatures:
o

ot
T 1 ¼ m1=2

te ðT 2 � T 1Þ; ð17Þ

m1=2
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e2
1e2

2
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ffiffiffi
2
p
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n2K

ðT 1 þM1T 2=M2Þ3=2
: ð18Þ
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Here, the subscript ‘‘0’’ denotes the initial value of corresponding parameter. Two sets of runs have been per-
formed, one with the conventional binary collision model and another with the new collision operator. The
field solver was switched off. The number of particles per cell was 100. Time steps satisfy the condition
Dtc ¼ Dt� ðmsd;ti;teÞ�1. Simulation results are plotted in Figs. 6–8. As one can see, the difference between
the results of the different code versions are well below the statistical fluctuation level (Figs. 7 and 8). The
slight deviation of the simulation and analytic results for the slowing-down process (Fig. 6) is caused by
the fact that due to collisions the electron beam temperature increases and the linear approximation (13) is
not valid any more. Similar results have been obtained for different number of particles per cell: 50, 250
and 500.
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The relative CPU time for the conventional and new operators is plotted in Fig. 9. As one can see, the CPU
time decreases nearly linearly with increasing number of simulation particles and number of cells.

4. Conclusions

The above presented simulations demonstrate that the reduction of CPU time is similar for the PIC and
MC (Coulomb collision) parts. Hence, the same reduction is expected for complete PIC–MC simulations,
when both parts of the code are employed. In addition, we have redone a simulation of a collisional magne-
tized fusion plasma edge, presented in [24], with this optimized code, demonstrating a reduction of the CPU
time of 45%. The simulation parameters were as follows: Nppc 	 120, N c ¼ 6000, Dtc ¼ 300Dt.
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This analysis demonstrates that the conventional PIC codes can be optimized without any significant
efforts. The optimized code keeps the accuracy of the original one and consumes up to 50% less CPU time.

Comparison with existing models of particle sorting [5,17,18] shows that for collisionless plasmas we get the
same order of magnitude for speed-up. An exact quantitative comparison is complicated, as the gain in CPU
strongly depends on the given processor and simulated plasma properties. The new approach presented here
has the following advantages: (i) during the sorting not any operation is applied to the majority of particles
(i.e. those particles which do not leave a given cell), (ii) the speed-up is valid for collisional plasmas too. Gen-
eralization for parallel computations is obvious, as particles are already ‘‘sorted’’ during whole simulation.

The introduced updated binary Coulomb collision operator can be used in any code, which will allow
reducing significantly the number of calls of the random number generator and speed-up the simulation.
We expect, that this model can be easily generalized for other nonlinear collision operators (e.g., for neutral
particle collisions), requiring particle sorting according to grid cells. The detailed description of these opera-
tors will be the subject of our future work.
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